
High quality percussion rods are hand made from bamboo and perfectly 
balanced to satisfy even the most demanding drummers. What distingu-
ish our percussion rods is special flexible finish of handle, which provides 
a better grip and protects drumstick against accidental slipping out of the 
hand during playing. This increases strongly the comfort of playing.

P R O D U C T  C ATA L O G

RODS

BEATGK DRUM PILLOW brings together professionalism, aesthetics and prac-
ticality in one. It offers excellent control of vibrating head, allowing for 
subtle nuances in sound attenuation, giving a warmer color of sound.  
It has also an original look. 

Designed and made in Poland.

One side of multifunctional GK DRUM PILLOW has eight Velcro that  
allow to adjust muffler to the individual needs of the drummer. Use them  
to change not only the shape but also the size of muffler, thus controlling 
the size of surface area touching the head. The other side of the muf-
fler has additional Velcro, which allow a muffler to be attach to the inner 
body of a drum. The set also includes two Velcro that could be sticked 
inside a hoop of a bass drum, allowing muffler to be attach and always 
be in place.

length: 410 mm
drumstick diameter: 12 mm
handle diameter: 16 mm
handle: aluminum
weight: 60 g

Classic thin rods designed for aco-
ustic medium-quiet playing of all 
types of music.

CONTROL

length: 410 mm
drumstick diameter: 13 mm
handle diameter: 17 mm
handle: aluminum
weight: 65 g

Percussion rods designed for me-
dium-loud playing of all types of 
music. The drumsticks are manufac-
tured by hand from bamboo that 
was well selected. Each drumstick  
is made of 7 bamboo sticks with  
a diameter of 0.5mm. 

We offer 8 types of percussion rods. Their diversity allows an appropriate 
choice for everyone, depending on your preference, performed music 
genre and the desired volume level. Most models have additional rein-
forced rim shot, which ensures longer life span. For drummers who like 
to play louder, strongly emphasizing the snare drum with rim shot, we 
created models with a longer reinforcement of rim shot. In addition, the 
rods are equipped with rubber bands to adjust the hardness of the tip, so 
you can adjust the volume of sound.

Nuts for the cymbal stands in the shape of skulls, replacing the common 
wingnuts. They have a standard 8mm thread.
Available in two metallized colors.

GK DRUM PILLOW

fits drums with a depth of: 16’’ -20’’ 
outer material: 100% cotton 
padding: damping material
available in two colours

GK CYMBAL SCULL

SHAKERS

lenght: 16 cm
diameter: 5 cm

The loudest shaker cha-
racterized by ”medium-
-high sound”.

GK shakers are made of brass. All shakers are cha-
racterized by a very pleasant warm sound and also 
combine well in live music, club, or recording in 
the studio. Three models - three different sounding 
shakers.

ROCK

lenght: 16 cm
diameter: 4 cm

This shaker has more de-
licate sound in relation to  
the Rock Shake, sonically 
classified to the high tones, 
type „High warm tone”.

POP

lenght: 8 cm
diameter: 4 cm

This is mini version, 
which is ideal for fa-
ster playing „quick 
sound” and perfec-
tly complements on 
playing our Pop Sha-
ke or Rock Shake.

MINI
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IMPACT

length: 410 mm
drumstick diameter: 13 mm
handle diameter: 17 mm
handle: aluminum
weight: 65 g

Classic and quite heavy percussion 
rods. Model created specifically 
for drummers who like to play lo-
uder and to hit the rim shot heavily  
accenting when playing acoustic 
gigs.

LONG IMPACT

length: 410 mm
drumstick diameter: 13 mm
handle diameter: 17 mm
handle: aluminum
weight: 70 g

Quite heavy percussion rods,  
created specifically for drummers 
who like to play louder and to hit 
the rim shot heavily accenting when 
playing acoustic gigs. Resulting  
in even more accentuated and more 
distinct snare.

WALLOP

length: 420 mm
drumstick diameter: 14 mm
handle diameter: 17 mm
handle: pcv
weight: 55 g

Classic and lightweight percussion 
rods. Model created specifically 
for drummers who when playing 
acoustic gigs like to play a little  
louder and hit the rim shot. The effect  
is accentuated and more distinctive 
snare.

LONG WALLOP

length: 420 mm
drumstick diameter: 14 mm
handle diameter: 17 mm
handle: pcv
weight: 60 g

Lightweight percussion rods,  
created specifically for drummers 
who like to play louder and to hit 
the rim shot heavily accenting when 
playing acoustic gigs. Resulting  
in even more accentuated and more 
distinct snare.

STRIKE

length: 410 mm
drumstick diameter: 12 mm
handle diameter: 16 mm
handle: aluminum
weight: 55 g

Unique rods designed for quiet in-
timate playing. Each drumstick is 
equipped with two rubber bands  
to adjust the hardness of the tip, 
which affects the volume and cha-
racteristics of quarried playing  
sound until very soft sound.

SMALL STRIKE

length: 400 mm
drumstick diameter: 12 mm
handle diameter: 16 mm
handle: aluminum
weight: 55 g

Short rods designed for quiet in-
timate playing. Each drumstick is 
equipped with two rubber bands to 
adjust the hardness of the tip, which 
affects the volume and characteri-
stics of quarried playing sound until 
very soft sound.

PRACTICE PADS

High quality Polish percussion dual practice pads with or without thread.

A very important advantage of our practice pads is two-sidedness.  
The use of two different rubbers with appropriately selected parameters  
of hardness allows you to perform a wide range of exercises hands. Me-
dium-soft rubber (front) reflects well, which gives the best results for prac-
ticing fingers and wrists. It is also excellent to improve all the techniques 
of playing. Hard rubber (rear) is ideal for practicing your wrists, because 
less reflects, and thus it forces to work harder your wrists.

The advantage of our practice pads is also their weight  - only 0.81kg with 
the diameter of 10’’ (25cm) and 0.4kg with the diameter of 7’’ (17,5cm) - 
which makes they fit into any bag or backpack, and yet one will not feel 
almost their weight. Good and efficient in practice, not only at home but 
also in each trip, even faraway one.

GK-DMH10

diameter: 10’’ / 25 cm
thickness: 2.1 cm
weight: 0.81 kg

Dual practice pad.

GK-DMH10fx
diameter: 10’’ / 25 cm
thickness: 2.1 cm
weight: 0.81 kg
thread: 8 mm

Dual practice pad with thread.

GK-DMH7

diameter: 7’’ / 17,5 cm
thickness: 2.1 cm
weight: 0.4 kg

Dual practice pad.
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